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Abstract
Constructing symmetric drawings of graphs is NP-hard. In this paper, we present a new method for drawing graphs symmetrically
based on group theory. More formally, we deﬁne an n-geometric automorphism group as a subgroup of the automorphism group of a
graph that can be displayed as symmetries of a drawing of the graph in n dimensions. Then we present an algorithm to ﬁnd all 2- and
3-geometric automorphism groups of a given graph.We implement the algorithm using Magma [〈http://magma.maths.usyd.edu.au〉]
and the experimental results show that our approach is very efﬁcient in practice. We also present a drawing algorithm to display 2-
and 3-geometric automorphism groups.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Symmetry is one of the most important aesthetic devices to reduce the apparent complexity and to represent the
structure and properties of a graph visually. Drawings of graphs in graph theory textbooks are often symmetric.
The construction of a symmetric drawing of a graph may be handled in two steps. In the ﬁrst step, the symmetry
ﬁnding step, we ﬁnd automorphisms of the graph that can be displayed as symmetries of a drawing. The second step,
the drawing step, is to construct drawings that display these automorphisms.
Eades andLin give a group-theoretic characterization of symmetric drawing in two dimensions [7,23]. They introduce
a notion of geometric automorphism, that is an automorphism which can be displayed as a symmetry of a 2-dimensional
drawing of a graph [7,23].
However, the problem of determining whether a graph has a nontrivial geometric automorphism in two dimensions
is NP-complete [25,27]; it is probably strictly harder than graph isomorphism.
Heuristics for constructing symmetric drawings of general graphs have been suggested by Lipton et al. [24] and de
Fraysseix [8]. Exact algorithms are devised based on the branch and cut approach by Buchheim and Jünger [4,5].
Linear time algorithms are available for restricted classes of graphs byManning andAtallah, including trees [28], out-
erplanar graphs [29], and plane graphs [27]. A linear time algorithm is available for constructing maximally symmetric
drawings of series-parallel digraphs and planar graphs [14,16–18,20,21].
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Fig. 1. The four-cell displaying dihedral symmetry.
Fig. 2. The four-cube displaying octahedral symmetry.
Recently, symmetric drawing in three dimensions has been considered [11–13,15,19]. The problem of determining
whether a graph can be drawn symmetrically in three dimensions is NP-complete [11].A linear time algorithm is avail-
able for constructing maximally symmetric drawings of trees [12,15] and series-parallel digraphs in three dimensions
[13,19] by Hong and Eades.
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In this paper, we deﬁne an n-geometric automorphism group of a graph as one that can be displayed as symmetries
of a drawing of the graph in n dimensions. We then present a group-theoretic method to ﬁnd all the 2- and 3-geometric
automorphism groups of a graph. This is based on the well-known classiﬁcation of the ﬁnite subgroups of the 2- and
3-dimensional orthogonal groups and our algorithms exploit special properties of these groups. The ﬁrst step in this
process is the computation of the conjugacy classes of the full automorphism group of the graph.
The main contribution of this paper is that we provide an algorithm for ﬁnding all the 2- and 3-geometric automor-
phism groups of a graph. Previous methods, such as the heuristic of de Fraysseix [8] for ﬁnding an axial symmetry in
two dimensions and the branch and cut methods of Buchheim and Jünger [4,5] to ﬁnd either a rotational symmetry or
an axial symmetry in two dimensions are more limited. Our method is able to ﬁnd the dihedral groups, which have two
generators, in two and three dimensions, and the fourteen different kinds of groups, which have up to three generators,
in three dimensions.
We implement the algorithmusingMagma [26], a computational algebra system for algebra, number theory, geometry,
and combinatorics, which incorporates nauty [30] for ﬁnding automorphism groups of graphs. The worst case time
complexity is exponential in theory, but experiments show that in practice it is very fast. For example, for our ﬁrst data
set, which consists of graphs with |V |< 50 and |Aut(G)|< 1000, it takes 0.02 s to compute all 2-geometric groups and
0.03 s to compute all 3-geometric groups on average. For our second data set, which consists of graphs with |V |< 50
and 1000< |Aut(G)|< 51, 000, 000, it takes 0.41 s to compute all 2-geometric groups and 2.60 s to compute all 3-
geometric groups on average. Further, we show that our method is much faster than the branch and cut approach [4,5].
The average times for the graphs from the data set of [4] are below 0.03 s. The worst case time is 2.57 s, whereas the
worst case time was 9197.55 s in [4] and 643.81 s in [5].
Finally we present and implement a drawing algorithm to display a 2- or 3-geometric subgroup. Examples of the
outputs are illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. Fig. 1 shows a drawing of the four-cell displaying dihedral symmetry in two
dimensions and Fig. 2 shows a drawing of the four-cube displaying octahedral symmetry in three dimensions.
In the next section we review the background and deﬁne n-geometric automorphism groups. In Section 3 we present
the classiﬁcation of 2- and 3-geometric automorphism groups. In Section 4 we describe our methods for ﬁnding 2- and
3-geometric automorphism groups. The drawing algorithm is described in Sections 5 and 6 concludes.
2. Background
2.1. Symmetry
Let In(R) be the group of isometries of Rn and let On(R) be the subgroup of In(R) that ﬁxes the origin. A matrix
A is orthogonal if and only if AAT = I . The elements of On(R) are represented by orthogonal matrices and we use
SOn(R) to denote the subgroup corresponding to the matrices of determinant 1.
A symmetry  of a set of points Q in Rn is an isometry Rn → Rn such that (Q) = Q. The symmetries of the point
set Q form a group S(Q). If Q is ﬁnite, we may translate Q if necessary so that its barycentre is at the origin; then S(Q)
is a subgroup of On(R).
2.2. Symmetric graph drawing and geometric automorphism groups
An automorphism of a graph G = (V ,E) is a permutation p of V such that if {u, v} ∈ E then {p(u), p(v)} ∈ E.
The set of automorphisms of a graph form a group Aut(G). A proper drawing D of graph G is an injective function
D : V → Rn for some n1. The vertex v is placed at D(v) and an edge {u, v} is represented by the line segment
joining D(u) to D(v). The drawing is strict if for all edges {u, v} ∈ E and all vertices w = u, v, the point D(w) does
not lie on the line segment from D(u) to D(v).
We say that the drawing D displays an automorphism h of G if the permutation D(v) → D(hv) of D(V ) induced
by h is the restriction of an isometry of Rn.
The concept of a geometric automorphism group in two dimensions was introduced by Eades and Lin [7,23]. An
automorphism  of a graph G is geometric if there is a drawing D of G in R2 that displays  as a symmetry of D.
Note that not every automorphism is geometric; see Fig. 3(a). A subgroup H of Aut(G) is geometric if there is a single
drawing of the graph that displays every element of H . Note that it may not be possible to display two geometric
automorphism groups simultaneously; see Fig. 3(b) and (c).
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Fig. 3. (a) The automorphism (1,2,3)(4,5) is not geometric. (b)A drawing of K4 displaying a geometric automorphism group of size 8. (c)A drawing
of K4 displaying a geometric automorphism group of size 6.
2.3. The n-geometric automorphism groups
We generalize the notion of a geometric automorphism group of a graphG= (V ,E) [7] to n dimensions.A subgroup
H ⊆ Aut(G) is n-geometric if there is a drawing D : V → Rn that displays all the elements of H . The subgroup is
strictly n-geometric if the drawing D is strict. Note that because we always assume that D(V ) is centered at the origin,
H will be represented as a subgroup of On(R).
Lemma 1. A groupH ⊆ Aut(G) is n-geometric with respect to a drawingD if and only if there exists a homomorphism
 : H → On(R) such that for all v ∈ V and h ∈ H we have D(hv) = (h)D(v).
Proof. As mentioned previously, by translating the barycentre of D(V ) to the origin, we may always assume that the
isometries representing the elements of H belong to On(R). Furthermore, by always choosing isometries that act as
the identity on the subspace orthogonal to that spanned by D(V ) we see that each h ∈ H can be associated with a
unique isometry (h). Thus H is n-geometric if and only if there is a drawing D : V → Rn and a homomorphism
 : H → On(Rn) such that (h)D(v) = D(hv) for all h ∈ H and all v ∈ V . We see immediately that  must be
injective. Indeed, if (h)= 1, then D(hv)=D(v) for all v ∈ V and since D is injective we have hv = v for all v ∈ V ;
that is, h = 1. 
A homomorphism : H → On(R) is called a representation ofH . In matrix terms, each element ofH is represented
by an orthogonal matrix. The representation is faithful if  is injective.
We use basic terminology from group theory [22]. Let H be a group acting on a set U. For u ∈ U , the subset
Hu = { x ∈ U |x = gu for some g ∈ H } of U is the orbit of u and the subgroup Hu = {g ∈ H |g(u) = u} of H is the
stabilizer of u. The orbits divide the set U into equivalence classes, each of which can be speciﬁed by a representative
element. Two elements a and b of a group H are conjugate if there exists h ∈ H such that b= hah−1. Conjugacy is an
equivalence relation and the equivalence classes of H are called conjugacy classes. We now characterize n-geometric
groups.
Theorem 1. AsubgroupH ⊆ Aut(G) isn-geometric if andonly if there is an injective homomorphism : H → On(R)
such that for representatives v1, v2, . . . , vk of the orbits of H acting on V there are distinct points a1, a2, . . . , ak ∈ Rn
such that (Hvi ) = (H)ai for i = 1, 2, . . . , k.
Proof. Suppose that H is n-geometric and let  : H → On(R) and D : V → Rn be the associated homomorphism
and drawing. For h ∈ H and v ∈ V we have D(hv) = (h)D(v) and so h ∈ Hv if and only if (h) ∈ (H)D(v).
Consequently, if v1, v2, . . . , vk represent the orbits of H on V , we may take ai = D(vi).
Conversely, suppose that  : H → On(R) is an injective homomorphism and that for representatives v1, v2, . . . , vk
of the orbits of H on V we have points a1, a2, . . . , ak such that (Hvi )=(H)ai . For any real number r = 0 and any
a ∈ Rn such that a = 0 we have (H)ra = (H)a . Therefore we may scale the points a1, a2, . . . , ak so that no two
lie at the same distance from the origin.
For v ∈ V we have v=hvi for some h ∈ H and some orbit representative vi . We claim that (h)ai depends only on
v and not on the choice of h. So suppose that v=gvj for some g ∈ H . Then vi and vj are in the same orbit of H hence
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i = j . We have h−1gvi = h−1v = vi and therefore h−1g ∈ Hvi . But (Hvi )=(H)ai and so (h)−1(g)ai = ai ; that
is, (g)ai = (h)ai , as claimed. This proves that D(v) = (h)ai is well deﬁned.
We need to show thatD is injective. IfD(u)=D(v), where u=gvi and v=hvj for some i and j, then(g)ai=(h)aj .
Since (g) and (h) are isometries, it follows that ai and aj are at the same distance from the origin, whence i = j .
But now (g−1h) ∈ (H)ai = (Hvi ) and since  is injective we have g−1h ∈ Hvi . Thus gvi = hvi and so u = v.
This completes the proof that D is injective.
Finally, for v = hvi and g ∈ H we have D(gv)=(gh)ai =(g)(h)ai =(g)D(v), as required. This proves that
H is n-geometric. 
It is evident that every subgroup of Aut(G) is n-geometric for n = |V |. However, when n3 the conjugacy classes
of subgroups of On(R) are quite limited. This limits the types of groups that can be 3-geometric.
In order for a group to be strictly geometric, further conditions must be satisﬁed. For example, an element h of order
m> 2 is strictly 3-geometric if all of its orbits are of length 1 or m and if the subgraph induced on its set of ﬁxed vertices
has no circuits and no vertices of degree more than 2.
3. Classiﬁcation of geometric automorphism groups
In this section we give a classiﬁcation of the 2- and 3-geometric groups based on the characterization of Theorem 1.
The ﬁrst requirement is that the group should have a faithful representation by orthogonal matrices. Since conjugate
representations in On(R) produce equivalent drawings we need only to describe the ﬁnite subgroups of On(R) up to
conjugacy. For the purposes of our algorithm we need detailed information about the matrix representations and the
actions of the groups on Rn. The mathematical details are well known, see [10], and we summarize the results here.
Recall from Section 2 that a permutation group H acting as automorphisms of a graph is n-geometric if there is an
isomorphism  between H and a ﬁnite subgroup T of On(R) such that:
1. if H ﬁxes more than one point, then T ﬁxes a vertex other than the origin; and
2. for every vertex v, (Hv) is the stabilizer in T of a point of Rn.
When the value of n is clear from the context we shall simply refer to H as a geometric group. The group T will be
referred to as the type of H . They can be presented in the form H = 〈X|R〉, where X is a list of generators for H and
R is a list of relations between the generators.
We shall see that the list of possible stabilizers is quite restricted. Also, by the orbit stabilizer theorem [22] the order
of the group divided by the order of the stabilizer of a vertex equals the length of the orbit of that vertex. For many
subgroups of O3(R), the stabilizers are identiﬁed up to conjugacy by their orders. Thus it is often the case that only the
orbit lengths are needed to determine whether a group is geometric. We shall call the orbits of length less than |H | the
short orbits and those of length |H | the regular orbits of H . The orbits of length 1 are said to be trivial.
3.1. The 2-geometric groups
The only ﬁnite subgroups of SO2(R) are the cyclic subgroups Ck of order k. The origin is ﬁxed by Ck and all other
orbits are regular. The action on R2 of a generator of Ck can be represented by the matrix(
cos  − sin 
sin  cos 
)
,
where = 2m/k for some m coprime to k.
As we will see in Fig. 4 the choice of m can inﬂuence the appearance of a drawing.
The ﬁnite subgroups of O2(R) that are not contained in SO2(R) are the groups Dk of order 2k. For k > 1 these are
the dihedral groups. The group D1 is cyclic of order 2 and its orbits have lengths 1 and 2. Thus a cyclic permutation
group is 2-geometric if and only if its order is 2 or it has at most one ﬁxed vertex and its orbits of length greater than 1
are regular.
The intersection of Dk with SO2(R) is the cyclic group Ck and so Dk can be generated by the matrix given above
and the matrix
(
1 0
0 −1
)
.
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Every element of Dk not in Ck has order 2 and ﬁxes two points on the unit circle. Thus Dk has two short orbits on
the unit circle and both have length k. Therefore a dihedral group is 2-geometric if and only if it has a 2-geometric
cyclic subgroup of index 2. If k > 2 this subgroup of index 2 is unique.
3.2. The 3-geometric groups
The subgroups of SO3(R): The ﬁnite subgroups of SO3(R) are the cyclic groups Ck , the dihedral groups Dk (for
k > 1), the tetrahedral groupT, the octahedral group O, and the icosahedral groupI. These last three are the rotation
groups of the corresponding Platonic solids and they are also isomorphic to the permutation groups Alt(4), Sym(4),
and Alt(5), respectively (where Sym(n) denotes the group of all permutations of n objects and Alt(n) is the subgroup
consisting of the even permutations).
A cyclic rotation group has a line of ﬁxed points (its axis) and therefore a cyclic permutation group is 3-geometric
if and only if all of its orbits are trivial or regular. In particular, every cyclic group of prime order is 3-geometric.
If a rotation group T is not cyclic it turns out that it has exactly three short orbits on the unit sphere and if k1, k2,
and k3 are the orders of the stabilizer of a point in these orbits, then
1
k1
+ 1
k2
+ 1
k3
= 1 + 2|T | .
This is a famous formula of Jordan (see [10]). If we arrange the notation so that k1k2k3, then the only possible
triples (k1, k2, k3) are (2, 2, k) forDk , (2, 3, 3) forT, (2, 3, 4) for O, and (2, 3, 5) forI. Furthermore, the groups have
presentations
〈x, y|xk1 = yk2 = (xy)k3 = 1〉
and we may include the cyclic group Ck by associating it with the triple (1, k, k).
For typeDk we always suppose that k > 1. Explicit matrices representing these groups can be found in many standard
texts, including [10].
From these descriptions we see that a dihedral group of order 4 that ﬁxes at most one vertex can always be represented
as a group of rotations and a dihedral group of order greater than 4 that ﬁxes at most one vertex can be represented as
a group of rotations if and only if this is true of its cyclic subgroup of index 2.
A permutation group isomorphic to T can be represented as a group of rotations if and only if it has at most one
ﬁxed vertex and the lengths of its non-trivial short orbits are 4 or 6. (This excludes groups with orbits of length 3.)
A permutation group isomorphic to O can be represented as a group of rotations if and only if it has at most one ﬁxed
vertex, the lengths of its non-trivial short orbits are 6, 8 or 12, the vertex stabilizers are all cyclic, and if an orbit of length
12 occurs, then the stabilizer of a vertex in the orbit is not contained in a normal subgroup of order 4 (equivalently, its
centralizer has order 4). Although this is the most complex case, the conditions are easy to check in Magma.
A permutation group isomorphic to I can be represented as a group of rotations if and only if it has at most one
ﬁxed vertex and the lengths of its non-trivial short orbits are 12, 20 or 30. (This excludes groups with orbits of length
5, 6, 10 or 15.)
It should be noted that in order for a permutation group to be 3-geometric we do not require all possible orbit lengths
to occur.
The subgroups of O3(R) not contained in SO3(R): From each group S of rotations given above we get a larger group
by taking the direct product S∗ = S × 〈z〉 of S with the central inversion z = −I . A permutation group isomorphic to
S∗ is 3-geometric if and only if it can be written as the direct product of a group of type S that can be represented by
rotations with a cyclic group of order 2 generated by an element with at most one ﬁxed point.
At this stage of the analysis we need to determine those ﬁnite subgroups K of O3(R) not contained in SO3(R) and
not containing the central inversion. In this case, let S be the intersection of K × 〈z〉 with SO3(R) and let T be the
intersection of K with SO3(R). Then K × 〈z〉 = S × 〈z〉 and so K is isomorphic to S. Furthermore, T is a subgroup
of index 2 in both K and S. Conversely, given a subgroup S of SO3(R) that has a subgroup T of index 2, the set
K =T ∪ (S\T )z is a group. Thus K can be described by the symbol (S|T ). There are just four possibilities for the type
of K: (C2k|Ck), (Dk|Ck), (D2k|Dk), and (O|T).
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As noted above we have D1 = C2 and consequently (D1|C1) = (C2|C1) and (D2|D1) = (D2|C2). The groups C2
and C∗1 are isomorphic but their representations in O3(R) are not conjugate: the ﬁrst is contained in SO3(R) but the
other is not. Similarly, D2, C∗2 and (D2|C2) are isomorphic but they correspond to non-conjugate representations in
O3(R): D2 is contained in SO3(R) and C∗2 contains the central inversion.
A cyclic group of order 2k is 3-geometric of type (C2k|Ck) if it is generated by an element g with at most one ﬁxed
vertex and all of the non-trivial short orbits of g have lengths 2 or k if k is odd, or length 2 if k is even.
A group of type (Dk|Ck) has a ﬁxed axis and acts on the two dimensional space perpendicular to this axis. Therefore
a dihedral group of order 2k can be represented in this way if and only if all of its non-trivial short orbits have length k.
A dihedral group of order 4k can be represented as a 3-geometric group of type (D2k|Dk) if and only if it has at most
one ﬁxed vertex and it has a 3-geometric cyclic subgroup of index 2.
A permutation group H isomorphic to O is 3-geometric of type (O|T) if and only if it has at most one ﬁxed vertex
and the stabilizers of the vertices in the non-trivial short orbits are not contained in the (unique) normal subgroup of
H of order 4 and are of types C2, D2, or D3. Thus the possible lengths of the non-trivial short orbits are 4, 6, and 12.
(The group (O|T) is the group of all rotations and reﬂections of the tetrahedron.)
In summary, up to conjugacy, the ﬁnite subgroups of O3(R) are Ck , Dk ,T, O, I, C∗k , D∗k ,T∗, O∗, I∗, (C2k|Ck),
(Dk|Ck), (D2k|Dk), and (O|T).
4. Finding geometric automorphism groups
We now outline our method of ﬁnding all 2- and 3-geometric automorphism groups based on the classiﬁcation in
the previous section.
Our search for the geometric subgroups of Aut(G) is facilitated by the fortunate fact that all of the ﬁnite subgroups of
O2(R) and O3(R) have very simple presentations. That is, they can be expressed in the form H =〈X|R〉. Furthermore,
there are at most three generators and in many cases the relations simply specify the orders of the generators and the
orders of their products. For example 〈x, y|x2 = y3 = (xy)4 = 1〉 deﬁnes a group of order 24. This is an example of a
group with two quite different geometric realizations as: (i) the group O of rotations of a cube; and (ii) the group (O|T)
of all rotations and reﬂections of a tetrahedron.
4.1. The ﬁnding algorithm
To ﬁnd the geometric subgroups of the automorphism group Aut(G) of a graph G = (V ,E) we look for elements
that satisfy the relations of its presentation. We are only interested in ﬁnding these subgroups up to conjugacy because,
as the next lemma shows, conjugate n-geometric subgroups have essentially the same drawings. Let Sym(V ) be the
group of all permutations of V .
Lemma 2. Let H be an n-geometric subgroup of Aut(G) with respect to a drawing D and suppose that H ′ =
g−1Hg ⊆ Aut(G), where g ∈ Sym(V ). Then H ′ is n-geometric with respect to the drawing D′ deﬁned by D′(v) =
D(gv).
Proof. Let  : H → On(R) be a homomorphism such that D(hv) = (h)D(v) for all h ∈ H and all vertices v ∈ V .
Deﬁne ′ : H ′ → On(R) by ′(h′)=(gh′g−1). Then for h′ ∈ H ′ and v ∈ V we have D′(h′v)=D(gh′v)=D(hgv),
where h = gh′g−1 ∈ H . But D(hgv) = (h)D(gv) = ′(h′)D′(v) and so D′(h′v) = ′(h′)D′(v), which proves that
H ′ is n-geometric. 
Computing the conjugacy classes of a group is a hard problem but highly optimized algorithms for this purpose are
part of Magma. Moreover, in searching for geometric automorphisms it is often possible to restrict to a proper subgroup.
To take a simple example, if g is a 2-geometric automorphism of order m> 2, then g has at most one ﬁxed vertex and
all the other cycles have length m. Therefore, if we are looking for a 2-geometric automorphism of order 3, say, and if
the group has an orbit of length 16, then we can conﬁne our search to the stabilizer of a vertex in the orbit. These and
similar considerations speed up the search considerably in our implementation, however, for clarity we leave them out
of our descriptions of the algorithms.
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2-geometric subgroups: In two dimensions the only geometric groups are the cyclic groups Cn of order n and the
dihedral groups Dn of order 2n. In all cases, the ﬁrst step in ﬁnding these is to compute the automorphism group
Aut(G) of the graph G.
Algorithm for the 2-geometric cyclic groups
1. Use the orbit lengths of Aut(G) to compute an upper bound for the order of a 2-geometric element.
2. Find representatives for the conjugacy classes of Aut(G).
3. Accept all elements of order 2 found in the previous step and all elements of order m> 2 with at most one ﬁxed
vertex and all other cycles of length m.
Note that if we wish to ﬁnd the strictly 2-geometric automorphisms, then we should accept only those elements of
order 2 for which the induced subgraph on its ﬁxed vertex set is a union of paths; that is, there are no cycles and every
vertex has degree at most 2. However, this step is not included in our implementation.
Algorithm for the 2-geometric dihedral groups
Every pair of elements of order 2 generates a dihedral group. We could use this approach to ﬁnd geometric dihedral
groups by checking that the product of the generators is geometric. An alternative strategy, which makes use of the
elements found in the previous algorithm, is as follows. (The normalizer NA(H) of a subgroup H of A = Aut(G) is
deﬁned to be the set of elements a ∈ A such that a−1Ha = H .)
1. Find representatives for the conjugacy classes of geometric elements using the previous algorithm. In this case, we
also require that any elements of order 2 ﬁx at most one vertex.
2. For each element g found in the previous step, compute the normalizer N of 〈g〉 in Aut(G).
3. Find representatives for the conjugacy classes of elements of order 2 in N .
4. Accept those elements a found in the previous step that satisfy the relation (ga)2=1.The group 〈g, a〉 is a 2-geometric
dihedral group.
5. Carry out some additional checking to choose a single representative for dihedral groups that are conjugate
within N .
3-geometric subgroups: There are ﬁve types of geometric groups that can be represented by rotations in R3: cyclic
groups Cn, dihedral groups Dn, the tetrahedral group T, the octahedral group O, and the icosahedral group I.
Furthermore,Dn has presentation 〈x, y|x2 =y2 =(xy)n=1〉 and the groupsT,O, andI have presentations 〈x, y|x2 =
y3 = (xy)k = 1〉, where k is 3, 4 or 5, respectively. Since D1 = C2, we shall only use the notation Dn when n is at
least 2.
From each rotation group S we get a larger group S∗ by taking the direct product of S with the central inversion
−I . If we have a geometric subgroup H of type S we ﬁnd candidates for the groups of type S∗ by looking inside the
centralizer CA(H) = {a ∈ A|ah = ha for all h ∈ H } for elements of order 2 with at most one ﬁxed vertex; such an
element will be represented by the central inversion. This step is straightforward (but potentially expensive) and so we
omit it from the descriptions that follow.
In addition to the groups just described, there are four other types that do not consist entirely of rotations. They
can be described by symbols (S|T ), where S and T are ﬁnite groups of rotations. This means that the group itself is
isomorphic to a group of type S and contains a subgroup (of rotations) of index 2 of type T . The possible types are
(C2k|Ck), (Dk|Ck), (D2k|Dk), and (O|T).
We note that it is possible for a permutation group to be represented as a 3-geometric group in more than one way.
For example, a cyclic group of order 4m that ﬁxes at most one vertex and with all other orbits of length 4m has types
C4m and (C4m|C2m).
Algorithm for 3-geometric groups of types Ck and (C2k|Ck)
1. Find representatives for the conjugacy classes of Aut(G) and accept those elements g of order k all of whose cycles
have length 1 or k. The group 〈g〉 is 3-geometric of type Ck .
2. Find all elements h ∈ CA(g) with at most one ﬁxed vertex and whose square is g. If k is even, the lengths of the
cycles of h will be 1, 2, and 2k. If k is odd, the lengths of the cycles of h will be 1, 2, k, and 2k. The subgroup 〈h〉
is 3-geometric of type (C2k|Ck).
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Algorithm for 3-geometric groups of types Dk , (Dk|Ck), and (D2k|Dk)
1. Find representatives for the conjugacy classes of geometric elements using the previous algorithm.
2. For each element g found in the previous step, compute the normalizer N of 〈g〉 in Aut(G).
3. Find representatives for the conjugacy classes of elements of order 2 in N .
4. Accept those elements a found in the previous step that satisfy the relation (ga)2 = 1. The group H = 〈g, a〉 is a
dihedral group.
5. If H ﬁxes more than one vertex we require all the orbits of H to have lengths 1, k or 2k. Then H is a group of type
(Dk|Ck).
6. If H ﬁxes at most one vertex and k = 2m, then it is of type (D2m|Dm).
7. If H ﬁxes at most one vertex and if the cycles of g have lengths 1 or k, then H is of type Dk and also of type
(Dk|Ck).
8. Carry out some additional checking to choose a single representative for dihedral groups that are conjugate
within N .
Algorithm for 3-geometric groups of types T, O, I, and (O|T)
The details for each type are almost identical except that a group with presentation 〈x, y|x2 = y3 = (xy)4 = 1〉 may
correspond to a geometric group of type O or to one of type (O|T) depending on the nature of its vertex stabilizers.
1. Find representatives for the conjugacy classes of elements of order 2. These elements are necessarily 3-geometric.
2. For each element g found in the previous step, ﬁnd representatives for the conjugacy classes of the elements of
order 3 in A under the action of the centralizer CA(g); that is, we consider two elements h1 and h2 of order 3 to be
equivalent if for some a ∈ CA(g) we have a−1h1a = h2.
3. For elements g of order 2 and h of order 3 found in the previous steps check the order of gh. If the order is 3, 4 or
5, then the group 〈g, h〉 is isomorphic toT, O or I, respectively.
4. For each group H = 〈g, h〉 found in the previous step, check that it ﬁxes at most one vertex and check that it is
geometric by determining whether the stabilizer of a representative for each of its orbits is of an allowed type. In
the case ofI the allowed subgroups are those of orders 1, 2, 3, and 5. This excludes the subgroups of orders 4 and
6, 10 and 12.
5. Carry out some additional checking to choose a single representative for groups that are conjugate within Aut(G).
4.2. Experimental results
We implement the algorithm using MagmaVersion 2.8 [26], and conduct two types of experiments. The aim of the
experiments is to test the runtime of the symmetry ﬁnding algorithm described above. The runtime, in general, depends
more on the size of Aut(G) than the size of G, and thus we use test data with large automorphism groups.
The ﬁrst experiment is to ﬁnd all the 2- and 3-geometric groups for a given graph and then ﬁnd a geometric
automorphism group of maximum size. We use three test data sets. The ﬁrst two test sets are graphs generated from
permutation groups. For a permutation group H acting on a set V we obtain a graph G = (V ,E) by taking the edge
set E to be an orbit of H on unordered pairs of vertices. That is, choose distinct elements u and v of V and set
E = {{h(u), h(v)}|h ∈ H }. The graph created from H has an automorphism group that contains H , which is usually
not much larger than H in our experiment. For each group, we choose at most one graph. We only choose graphs that
are connected since disconnected graphs can be handled using similar methods in [14]. The groups were taken from a
Magma database of primitive permutation groups of degree (that is, |V |) less than 50. The ﬁrst test set has 67 graphs
with |Aut(G)|< 1000 and a second test set has 34 graphs with 1000< |Aut(G)|< 51, 000, 000. A third test data was
a set of graphs with highly symmetric graphs such as regular graphs, the cage graphs, non-Hamiltonian graphs, the
platonic solids, and incidence planes from Groups & Graphs [9].
The ﬁrst experiment was done on DECAlpha 600 5/333 (333MHz, 512MB). Tables 1 and 2 display the experimental
results from the ﬁrst experiment with three data sets. First we present the time for computing Aut(G) and the size of
Aut(G). Each row shows the time for ﬁnding each of the 2- and 3-geometric groups. For each case, we present the
average and worst case time, the average and maximum size of the maximal subgroup.
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Table 1
Results for 100 graphs
|Aut(G)|< 1000 |Aut(G)|> 1000
Time Size Time Size
Av. Max. Av. Max. Av. Max. Av. Max.
Aut(G) 0.001 0.01 238 820 0.004 0.01 1812375 50803200
C2k 0.01 0.1 23.1 47 0.11 0.63 8.9 24
D2k 0.005 0.03 46.1 94 0.29 3.8 16.1 24
Av. for 2D 0.02 0.1 0.41 3.8
C3k 0.01 0.1 23.1 47 0.11 0.63 8.9 24
(C2k |C3k) 0.005 0.01 5.3 20 0.005 0.03 7.3 24
C3k∗ 0.002 0.01 6 6 0.34 5.0 8.5 12
D3k 0.002 0.01 46.1 94 0.35 5.0 16.1 24
(Dk |C3k) 0.002 0.02 46.1 94 0.37 5.26 16.1 24
(D2k |D3k) 0.002 0.02 46.1 94 0.36 5.1 16.1 24
D3k∗ 0.005 0.03 8 8 0.67 8.7 15.7 28
T 0.0002 0.01 12 12 0.23 2.9 12 12
T∗ 0.0003 0.01 0 0 0.003 0.06 24 24
(O|T) 2e − 5 0.0005 24 24 0.03 0.55 24 24
O 2e − 5 0.0005 0 0 0.03 0.55 24 24
O∗ 5e − 5 0.001 0 0 0.002 0.05 48 48
I 0 0 0 0 0.04 0.61 60 60
I∗ 0 0 0 0 0 0 120 120
Av. for 3D 0.03 0.1 2.58 8.7
Table 2
Results for highly symmetric graphs
Time Frequency Max. size found # Non-conjugate groups
Av. Max. Total Av. Av.
Aut(G) 0.31 6.06 33 51403.09
C2k 1.21 24.05 30 8.63 3.96
D2k 0.11 2.85 28 17.35 9.78
C3k 1.21 24.14 33 8.30 7.45
(C2k |C3k) 0.005 0.11 26 7 4.84
C3k∗ 0.19 2.56 20 8.4 2.8
D3k 0.25 4.67 29 17.24 13.72
(Dk |C3k) 0.32 5.86 31 16.38 29.25
(D2k |D3k) 0.24 3.89 30 18.13 6.33
D3k∗ 0.32 6.56 10 17.6 6.2
T 0.17 4.03 14 12 1
T∗ 0.003 0.02 9 24 1.11
(O|T) 0.0006 0.005 9 24 1.33
O 0.0006 0.005 6 24 1.5
O∗ 0.002 0.05 5 48 1.2
I 0.005 0.15 4 60 1
I∗ 0.001 0.03 4 120 1
Av. Total for 3D 2.75 24.14
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Table 3a
Results for 8000 graphs in sym
n Time (s)
Av. Max.
1–10 0.001 0.05
11–20 0.003 0.21
21–30 0.01 0.30
31–40 0.01 0.24
41–50 0.01 0.22
51–60 0.02 0.25
61–70 0.02 0.16
71–80 0.03 0.27
Table 3b
Results for 3000 graphs in aut
n Time (s)
Av. Max.
1–5 0.0008 0.01
6–10 0.002 0.05
11–15 0.005 0.22
16–20 0.01 0.70
21–25 0.03 1.58
26–30 0.03 2.60
The experimental results show that our method is very efﬁcient. In practice, it computes all 2- and 3-geometric
automorphism groups very quickly. For example, for the ﬁrst data set (|V |50 with |Aut(G)|< 1000), it takes 0.02 s
to compute all 2-geometric groups and 0.03 s to compute all 3-geometric groups on average. For larger values of
|Aut(G)| it takes a little longer. For example, for the second data set (|V |50 with 1000< |Aut(G)|< 51, 000, 000),
it takes 0.41 s to compute all 2-geometric groups and 2.58 s to compute all 3-geometric groups on average. In fact, the
computation of Aut(G) is very fast using nauty [30] inside of Magma. Most of the runtime is for looking for the
subgroups within Aut(G) and computing the conjugacy classes. This is the reason that the runtime depends more on
the size of Aut(G) than the size of G in general.
The second experiment is to ﬁnd a rotational symmetry of maximum order or a reﬂectional symmetry with the
minimum number of ﬁxed vertices. The aim of this experiment is to compare our method with a branch and cut method
[4]. We use three test sets of [4] including the rome test suite with 11,529 graphs [31]. The ﬁrst set aut has 3000
graphs with |V |< 30, designed to have many automorphisms, but few of them are geometric. These are the so-called
hard instances of [4]. The second set sym has 8000 graphs with |V |< 80, generated speciﬁcally to have rotational
symmetries.
The second experiment was done on a standard laptop, DELL Latitude C600 (750MHz, 256MB RAM). Tables 3
and 4 display the experimental results from the second experiment with three test sets.
The result shows that in general our method is much faster than the branch and cut method [4,5]. For example, Table
3(a) shows the result for sym. It takes 0.016 s to ﬁnd the best symmetry on average and 0.30 s in the worst case. In [5],
it takes 139.91 s in the worst case.
Table 3(b) shows the result for aut. It takes 0.015 s to ﬁnd the best symmetry on average and 2.60 s in the worst
case. Note that it takes 21.6 s on average and 9197.55 s in the worst case in [4], and 643.81 s in the worst case in [5].
Table 4 shows more detailed results for aut.
Table 5 shows the summary of the results for sym.
Table 6 shows the result for rome data. It takes 0.009 s to ﬁnd the best symmetry on average and 0.12 s in the
worst case. Note that it takes 4.26 s on average and 19.29 s in the worst case using the method of [4]. In [5], it takes
1.02 s in the worst case.
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Table 4
Results for all 3000 graphs in aut
Time Size
Av. Max. Graph Av. Max. Graph
Average Aut(G) 0.0009 0.01 aut.1.90 3.7469e17 1.12401e21 aut.22.23
Best symmetry 0.01 2.63 aut.28.50 3.72 30 aut.30.11
aut 1-10 Aut(G) 0.0006 0.01 aut.2.47 17649 3628800 aut.10.22
Best symmetry 0.001 0.05 aut.10.46 3.15 10 aut.10.1
aut 11-20 Aut(G) 0.0009 0.01 aut.11.52 3.584898e11 3.556875e14 aut.17.61
Best symmetry 0.008 0.72 aut.16.57 3.89 20 aut.20.25
aut 21-25 Aut(G) 0.001 0.01 aut.21.14 2.24802e18 1.12401e21 aut.22.23
Best symmetry 0.03 1.64 aut.21.41 3.90 25 aut.25.13
aut 26-30 Aut(G) 0.002 0.01 aut.26.12 1.52974e14 7.6481e16 aut.27.19
Best symmetry 0.03 2.57 aut.28.50 4.33 30 aut.30.11
Table 5
Results for all 8000 graphs in sym
Time Size
Av. Max. Graph Av. Max. Graph
Aut(G) 0.005 0.03 sym.79.27 12268000 8.717829e10 sym.14.52
Best symmetry 0.01 0.42 sym.47.1 14.99 80 sym.80.24
Table 6
Results for all 11529 graphs in rome
Time Size
Av. Max. Graph Av. Max. Graph
Aut(G) 0.001 0.01 grafo10316.100.lgr 5.06 1920 grafo8507.75.lgr
Best symmetry 0.009 0.12 grafo5890.48.lgr 1.68 3 grafo206.12.lgr
In summary, our group-theoretic method is signiﬁcantly faster than the branch and cut methods, as mentioned in
[5]. However, their method can be ﬂexible. They apply integer programming techniques to solve the fuzzy symmetry
detection problem, that is to allow edge deletions and edge creations (with weights) in order to make asymmetric graphs
symmetric [6].
5. Displaying a geometric automorphism group
5.1. Choosing a representation
It is possible to construct different drawings which display a given geometric automorphism group H , depending on
the choice of the representation. Let H ⊆ Aut(G) be a 2- or 3-geometric group. We now describe how the choice of
representation affects the drawing.
We may consider only representations of H with a ﬁxed image T ⊆ O2(R) or O3(R). Consider two different faithful
representations ,  : H ⇒ T . Then −1 is an automorphism of H . Hence choosing a different representation is
equivalent to composing a ﬁxed representation with an automorphism of H .
Let G be a circuit of length 5 with a cyclic subgroup H = 〈(12345))〉 = 〈p〉. Fig. 4 shows four different drawings
that display H . Each uses a representation that takes a generator of H (p, p2, p3 or p4, respectively) to a rotation by
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Fig. 4. Using different representations to display the same group.
Fig. 5. The four-cube displaying cyclic symmetry.
2/5. Note that Fig. 4(a) and (d), (b) and (c) are the same up to relabeling. This is because p and p4, and p2 and p3
are conjugate in Aut(G) by (25)(34). Furthermore p and p2 are conjugate by (2345) ∈ S5\Aut(G) thus the drawings
that display them use the same points for vertices with different edges.
5.2. Drawing algorithm
Suppose that H is a 3-geometric automorphism group of the graph G and let  : H → O3(R) be the associated
representation and T = (H). If a is a non-zero vector in R3, then Ta ﬁxes a and acts on the two-dimensional space
orthogonal to a. Therefore, T is either Ck or (Dk|Ck), for some k. It follows that the dimension of the space of ﬁxed
points of Ta is one except when Ta is (D1|C1). In this last case, Ta consists of the identity and a single reﬂection and
so the dimension of its space of ﬁxed points is two.
A simple drawing method for two dimensions is given by Eades and Lin [7,23], where the main idea is to draw each
orbit in a circle. Here, we extend the method to three dimensions. Roughly speaking, we draw each orbit in a concentric
sphere. The drawing algorithm can be described as follows.
Algorithm to display a 3-geometric group
Let v1, v2, . . . , vr be representatives for the orbits of H acting on the vertex set V of the graph. For each i:
1. Find the stabilizer Hvi of vi .
2. If Hvi = H , deﬁne D(vi) to be the origin.
3. If the dimension of (Hvi ) is one, deﬁne D(vi) to be a vector of length i ﬁxed by (Hvi ); that is, an eigenvector of
length i for the eigenvalue 1.
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Fig. 6. The four-cube displaying dihedral symmetry.
Fig. 7. The six-cube displaying cyclic symmetry.
4. If the dimension of (Hvi ) is two, let r be the reﬂection generating (Hvi ). Choose D(vi) to be a vector of length i
ﬁxed by r and not ﬁxed by any other element in a subgroup of (H) containing r.
5. If Hvi is the trivial group, deﬁne D(v) to be any vector of length i not in the ﬁxed point space of any non-trivial
element of (H). (These spaces of ﬁxed points are known in advance and only need to be computed once.)
6. For v in the orbit of vi , choose h ∈ H such that v = hvi and deﬁne D(v) to be (h)D(vi).
Note that the points D(v) are not uniquely determined. At step 3, the orbit can be placed at a different radius and at
steps 4 and 5 there is considerable choice for the selected point.
The drawing algorithm has been implemented using Magma, java, and jjgraph. Figs. 5–8 show sample outputs.
Fig. 5 shows a drawing of the four-cube displaying cyclic symmetry and Fig. 6 shows a drawing of the four-cube
displaying dihedral symmetry.
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Fig. 8. The dodecahedron displaying dihedral symmetry.
Fig. 7 shows a drawing of the six-cube displaying cyclic symmetry and Fig. 8 shows a drawing of the dodecahedron
displaying dihedral symmetry.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we present a group-theoretic method to ﬁnd all 2- and 3-geometric automorphism groups of a graph.We
implement the method using Magma and the experimental results show that our approach is very efﬁcient in practice.
We also present a simple drawing algorithm to display 2- or 3-geometric automorphism groups.
To construct a maximally symmetric drawing of a graph, we need to choose a geometric automorphism group of a
maximum size. In fact it is possible to construct different symmetric drawings of a graph, depending on the choice of
the 2- or 3-geometric groups, the representation of a given geometric automorphism group, and ordering of the orbits
with given representation.
The follow up of this paper further addresses the problem arising at the drawing step. More speciﬁcally, the problem
of displaying given geometric automorphisms with the minimum number of edge crossings is considered in [2,3].
Unfortunately, the problem is NP-hard, however a polynomial time algorithm for restricted cases and a heuristic is
given in [2,3].
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